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Focus on a Member
Sal Aragona, DDS, MAGD

A DENTIST’S HEART TRANSFORMATION

These are some of the over 200 children in Grace Children Home. They are children who have lost one
or both parents that would be on the streets of India begging for survival or even worse circumstances.
When my wife Vita was diagnosed with MS early in our marriage, it precuded us having our own children. On this last trip in 2/09, I found myself in a surreal experience while walking these precious children to school. I came to the thought that this is part of what I was made for, to be a father to the
fatherless, to deeply love these that would be considered the “least of these”. Oh I had on previous trips
spoke to them about how crazy God is about them and started scholarship funds for those continuing in
the health professions. However, it was on this trip that part of my life was being unfolded in being a father to these amazing children. They in essence “adopted” me as “father” and friend and allowed me to
truly see them now as my very own, dear children. I am so proud of my children, they are all very beautiful. My heart grew a bit bigger, beating wildly for my children who would call me their friend, their
brother, their father.

Sal Aragona DDS MAGD is a Michigan native celebrating being married to Vita for 29 years. He
graduated from the University of Detroit Mercy School of Dentistry in 1980 and maintains a low volume, high quality part time general dental practice in Clinton Township, MI. He is an avid golfer, photographer and reader of all kinds of books. He hopes to publish his first book soon centered on his
transformative experiences in India.
Continued on Page 12
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Editorial

The latest edition of the Amalgam Carrier is here for
your enjoyment. While taking over the editor's positon
of the MAGD over a year ago my charge by the board
was to direct members to the Michigan AGD website,
www.michiganagd.org. However it is difficult to determine how effective this project has been. I would
appreciate your comments and opinions on the
direction of our newsletter and the website. Please
take a few moments of your busy schedule to respond
to the enclosed questionairre on how you see the future of the Amalgam Carrier. We could send out hard
copies three times a year but this is very expensive to
print and mail out. The monies used for printing and
mailing could be used for other projects that benefit
our members and new student members. An ONLINE
edition could be continued with hard copies being
mailed out to those who request it. This was my goal
over the past issues. Members can read the Amalgam
Carrier online or could download a hard copy themselves. This saves us a lot a cash. Finally we could
consider just having a section on our website that
discusses topics, courses or any information our
members would like disseminated throughout the
state without having a formal Amalgam Carrier. This
information would be updated as appropriate. Let me
know your thoughts and ideas.

Questionairre on the future of the Amalgam Carrier:
_____ I would like to see a permanent hard copy of the
AC mailed to each member of the Michigan
AGD
_____ I prefer an online edition of the AC that can be
read online or downloaded by indivdual members. Hard copies could be mailed upon request
_____ A formal AC is no longer relevant if information
on courses, members and pertinent information
is placed somewhere on the MAGD website to
be reviewed.

Dr. Thomas Faiver
BOARD MEMBER EMERITUS
Dr. Fares M. Elias (National AGD President-Elect)

Visit the Michigan AGD website
for current information at
WWW.MICHIGANAGD.ORG

Send to: Timothy Kosinski, DDS Editor MAGD
31000 Telegraph Rd. Ste. 170
Bingham Farms, MI 48025
drkosin@aol.com
248 646-8651 or fax to 248 646-8659
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Laurie Sall

Whether you’re a couple or a single parent, it’s important to have a plan to protect your children in the event something happens to you.

As a parent, you’re always thinking about what’s best for your children. But have you thought about what might happen if you’re no longer around? It’s
not a pleasant subject, but it is important. Planning for your children’s future is even more important if you’re not around to help.

Designating Guardians
If you haven’t already, make sure to have a will drafted by an attorney, in which you name one or more individuals to be the legal guardian of any minor
child--typically until the child reaches age 18. A guardian will have to make decisions regarding the care and upbringing of the child. The person(s) named
should be consulted before the will is drafted to be sure they are willing to accept the responsibility. Since the designated guardian may become unable to
serve, it is also a good idea to name one or two successor guardians. You may name a different person to be responsible for overseeing your children’s
financial affairs.

Establishing a trust
While a child may be an adult in years, he or she may not yet be mature enough to handle, invest or manage property. You can establish a trust to protect
the property you intend to pass on to children, no matter what their age. Trusts can protect assets for anyone you desire and may continue even until the
death of the child and beyond.
One of the most important decisions is who should be the trustee. The trustee (individual or professional) will manage the assets and make distributions
based on instructions you provide in the trust document.
Paying estate taxes
Under current tax law, the amount subject to estate tax and the percentage to be taxed on the remaining estate will decrease until 2010 when the estate tax
is repealed. However, unless current law is extended by Congress, the estate tax is due to be reinstated in 2011 Because of the uncertainty as to the future
of the estate tax, individuals with assets
over $1 million should consult an attorney,
a Tax Advisor and a Financial Professional
to consider effective estate planning strategies.
In addition to federal estate taxes, some
states impose their own estate or inheritance tax. In addition, some forms of property, such as traditional IRAs, pensions,
deferred compensation survivorship benefits, and deferred annuity death benefits
may be subject to income taxes.

Gifts or bequests to a surviving spouse are
generally exempt from federal estate taxes
under the unlimited marital deduction. In
addition, the income tax due on IRA and
qualified plan distributions payable to a surviving spouse can be deferred by rolling
them over to a surviving spouse's IRA.

Income Protection
Parents should consider a financial protection plan that includes Life and Disability Income Insurance, which they can develop with their Financial Professional. You should determine how much capital or income is necessary to help protect children or other beneficiaries. For example, money may be needed to help maintain a home for children, pay for
college or other expenses in the event of the bread winner’s death or disability. This financial protection plan should be coordinated with a will or trust.
Living Documents
All parents should have an up-to-date power of attorney, health care proxy and living will. A power of attorney basically gives another person the right to
pay bills on your behalf and otherwise manage your finances according to the terms of the document, which is typically drawn up by a qualified Estate
Planning Attorney. The second and third documents give you the opportunity to express your desires concerning the use of life support and other treatments
to keep you alive, and permit medical decisions to be made for you if you are unable to do so. Often, married couples rely on each other to make these
types of decisions.
Although it is a difficult subject to face, you have options when it comes to protecting your estate and your family. The steps you take now can help
prevent the wrong people from making decisions for your loved ones.
Laurie Sall - Creative Financial Group 5435 Corporate Drive, Suite 205, Troy, MI 48098 (248) 641-2655 www.creativefg.com

Laurie Sall offers securities through AXA Advisors, LLC (member FINRA, SIPC) and offers annuity and insurance products through an insurance brokerage affiliate, AXA Network,
LLC and its subsidiaries.
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President’s Message
Please contact me at mowendds@msn.com with any questions
on our agenda, comments, problems or solutions.

It has been a long time since I have had the opportunity to address the membership of the MAGD. As a
former Editor and also a past President it is a bit of
déjà vu all over again for me. As I am sure some of
you remember all too well, I was never known for
my grand eloquence or important insights and I will
try to live up to that again today. Instead of any
great words of inspiration I will merely try to update
you on some of the AGD news that might have
flown under your radar screen.
This has been an exciting year for our student members in that we really got the new FellowTrack program off the ground. We had some of our fourth
year student members earning CE credits which will
apply to their Fellowship now that they have graduated and become full members. A few students
earned the full 25 credits! The appeal of this program was demonstrated in the fact that we now
have more student members than ever before and
they are energized about the chance to get an early
start on their careers. A highlight of the FellowTrack
was the dinner program at which our own member
Dr. Mark Murphy gave an inspiring talk to students
from both UDM and U of M. Thanks Mark, for your
time and help to our youngest members!
Another source of excitement and pride for us here
in Michigan is the fact that our very own Dr. Fares
Elias took the next step up the ladder and is now the
AGD Vice President! I always knew that it was a
time consuming endeavor to seek a national office,
but it is truly amazing to see the level of commitment

and time dedication he has put into the job. Fares
has brought a great degree of attention to Michigan
on a national basis and as he ascends the ladder as
President next year it will only mean great things for
us. If you have a chance to catch up with Fares take
a moment to thank him for the endless hours he has
put into making the AGD a vital and vibrant organization!
We continue to work hard to make the programs
we offer relevant and informative. The AGD is dedicated to making CE a way of life for our members.
Despite any other undertakings, providing and supporting CE is still the core purpose of the AGD. I
hope you take advantage of the great programs we
continuously offer. Many of the best programs are
offered as a FREE member benefit making the AGD
one of the best values anywhere. If you are not attending the freebies then you are really missing out
on one of the best reasons to be a member! I hope
to see you all again this year!
I look forward to seeing many of you at future
events and please don’t hesitate to give me or any of
the other officers your feedback on how we can
make the AGD even better.
SEE YOU SOON!
Mike Owen DDS FAGD
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Save
the
Date
July 6 - 8

2010 House of Delegates

July 8 - 11

2010 Annual Meeting & Exhibits

Looking forward to seeing
all Michigan AGD members
in New Orleans
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Oral Surgery for the General Dentist:
Faster, Easier and More Predictable
Friday-Saturday, April 17-18, 2009
Karl R. Koerner, BS, DDS, MS

Most dentists perform exodontia. Unfortunately, 10-20% of all extractions will become “surgical”. This
course focused on techniques to manage the more difficult extractions, making them easier and more predictable. Dr. Koerner presented methods to simplify extractions - many not taught in dental school. One part
of the his presentation showed surgical problems some dentists have had and how they should have been
prevented or treated. The material definitely helps keep more surgery in-house. His presentation also covered other similar surgeries such as bone grafts and moderate third molar impactions (since many of the
same instruments and principles are used.)

Fall 2009
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Concepts of Caries Management
April 25 and April 26, 2009

Geoff Knight, BDSc, MSc, MBA, PhD, FICD, FADI
This seminar was for dentists who deal with the daily pressures of restorative dentistry. The program
looked at recent caries research and suggested how teeth may protect themselves against
bacterial invasion. The presentation focused on pharmacologically assisting a tooth’s physiological response to caries rather than the amputation of repairable tooth substance and the
consequences this could have on the future viability of the dentition.
Dentists were able to discover the evidence based benefits and short comings of available
restorative materials and bonding systems that will clarify a clinician’s decision about the best
material to use in a specific clinical situation. Minimally invasive restorative procedures were
presented using techniques that have evolved over 20 years plus in a time pressured private
practice environment where quality and predictability are essential in maintaining a supportive
referring patient base.
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Occlusion Hands-on Treatment
Planning Workshop
June 5-6, 2009
Terry Tanaka, DDS
This hands-on workshop provided an opportunity for the participant to
evaluate study casts, dental and TMJ x-rays and images and discuss treatment
plans based upon the guidelines presented at the February 21, 2009 meeting
as well as additional guidelines.
Dentists were taught how to assume their role as the quarterback when
formulating treatment plans with the specialists. How to communicate with
other specialists and how to communicate with the dental laboratory technician was emphasized. They were able to compare their treatment plans with
friends and colleagues before and after the course.

Congratulations
2009

Region IX Fellows/Masters/Lifelong Learning
and Service Recognition recipients.
MASTERS

Frederick J. Jaeger, DDS, MAGD
Madison, WI

FELLOWS

Mark R. Mortiere, DDS, MAGD
Livonia, MI

James T. Wolf, DDS, MAGD
Alpena, MI

Michigan
James L. Aberegg, DDS, FAGD
Aziza Askari, DDS, FAGD
Douglas J. Brown, DDS, FAGD
Ronald W. Deenik, DDS, FAGD
Eric L. Eby, DDS, FAGD
Suhail S. Mati, DMD, FAGD
Christa L. Stern, DDS, FAGD
Bruce A. Stewart, DDS, FAGD
Wayne E.Walcott, DDS, FAGD
Wisconsin
Nilesh S. Thakkar, DDS, FAGD

LLSR

Michigan
Samer G. Shamoon, DDS, MAGD
Berkley
Timothy Kosinski, DDS, MAGD
Bingham Farms

Wisconsin
Stephen A. Sevenich, DDS, MAGD
Green Bay
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Dr. Faris Elias

Dr.Sam Shamoon

AGD President-Elect

Regional Director,
AGD Region IX

Dr. Lou Boryc
Region IX Trustee

Visit our Website at
WWW.MICHIGANAGD.ORG

Words From the Trustee....
I am happy to welcome our new Excutive
Director Charles, Chuck Macfarlane. I am
expecting a renewed vigor at the national
office. Chuck brings a wealth of association
experience and will bring out the best of
our experienced and hard working staff.
The coming year should be a very postive
one for the general dentist with Dr.Dave
Halpern, DMD, FAGD at the head of the
AGD. He is an "in the trenches" dentist like

most of us. Dave already has been expanding our influence and collabaration with
other dental groups. Great things are
coming built on the hard work of our
current and former officers.
Please feel free to contact me with any
concerns in the coming year.
Sincerely.
Lou Boryc

Fall 2009
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AGD National Convention
2009
Baltimore, Maryland
◆◆◆
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Focus on Member

Sal Aragona, DDS, MAGD
Continued from Page One

As you might know, the choice for excellence is a
journey that has a price to pay. I am here to say that the
price has been well worth the sacrifice.

Belonging to the Academy of General Dentistry
squarely puts those dentists who choose it on a path
that requires a sacrifice of time, money, pride and discomfort. I have had the privilege to be mentored by
the likes of Dr. L. D. Pankey and Dr. Jim Pride during
my path of excellence in
dentistry. From Dr. Pride I
learned that you cannot give
what you do not have. In
other words, competence in
your skills requires a commitment to being uncomfortable to the degree of
being a life long student. It
is only when you put yourself in an a uncomfortable
position of learning as a student that you can then give
a better service to the patients that have entrusted
you with their care. Dr.
Pankey taught a philosophy
that entails a certain balance between technical skills
(work) and the rest of life that includes play, love and
worship as reflected in the cross of life, the symbol
for the Institute. The central message in that symbol is
the quote “quid pro quo” meaning one thing for another in reference to giving before receiving. It take a
tremendous commitment to be a life long student on
the road to competence and quite frankly another huge
price to pay to balance that with play, love and worship in achieving a life that truly represents significance in the total picture. We dentists find it difficult
to venture into these “uncomfortable” areas of play,
love and worship, particularly the area of love or com-

passion. That was the crossroad I was facing several
years ago when considering to embark on short term
missions trip to India. This is my story of the difficult
choice to expand my education into non-technical
areas of universal values such compassion, love, giving, honor, courage and kindness.
I chose to focus on developing my compassion or
“love” capacity in my learning. My personal journey
took me on the road of
short term mission trips
to India several years
ago. I felt that by these
experiences, I could develop my capacity in
caring for others unconditionally without an
expectation of reward
or reciprocation. India
provided an excellent
venue where I could develop my “compassion”
skills. What I found
over the past seven
years in nine visits is receiving far more than
growing my “compassion”.

This grateful human person who happens to be a dentist is happy to experience a type of internal transformation of the heart during these missions trips. It has
given me far, far more than the little I have given to
help. The development of non-technical skills of the
heart provides a balance to which the pursuit of excellence takes on a whole different level of meaning
and purpose. It allows the universal and eternal gifts
of love, peace, joy, kindness, gratefulness, relationship to flourish.

More pictures from India on next page
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Focus on Member – Sal Aragona, DDS, MAGD
Continued

My dental assistant, Folga came with me again on this year’s trip and
we had the usage of a local dental office which a Hindu dentist kindly
let us rent for the week. With the help of his dental technician on site
working 24 hours around the clock, we had provided many removable
and fixed prosthodontics, endodontics , oral surgery and operative dentistry to over 300 people in four days. Folga, who plans on beginning
dental school in 2010 had opportunity to experience extracting teeth
and giving local anesthetics, of course, with my direct supervision and
instruction. Another way of giving that results in receiving a deep joy
100x in return. Those interested can check out a sample slide show
presentation at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNicvh3rFdU&feature=channel_page.

Ultimate joy comes from not what you have, but what you can give to
others. Midlife often allows the opportunity to transition from success
to significance and often, the materialistic aspects of life become less
important and universal spiritual values take on a greater focus. There
is a kind of "magic" when pursuing timeless values like excellence in
giving nothing less than your best. If most of us are honest, we, at one
point in our journey, have or will ask the terrifying question, "Is this all
there is?". This is not to say that all or even most of us dentists live
lives of "quiet desperation", yet many of us at one point or another in
our journey of excellence have felt this gnawing discontent questioning
the very core of what we believe in. In this apparent crisis lies the
tremendous opportunity for personal transformation. Obviously, there
are many paths that one can consider yet for me, the India missions
trips have been the catalyst for the heart transformation I've experienced.
India and its people are an enigma. With Hinduism at its core belief structure, they are a deeply religious people. They are sincere seekers of Truth.
The problem is, as it is in all third world environments, they are all consumed by their daily needs. They cannot afford to think, contemplate,
read, listen to the Truth. They must experience the Truth in action. As
president of CEM-USA, the stateside non-profit organization that oversees funding for this work (http://cemindiausa.org), I am so thrilled to be
part of a process that involves helping build a four story hospital for these
people. The future hospital will indeed be a game change with thousands
experiencing Truth through compassionate medical care. The hospital
construction has started and although all the infrastructure costs have
been raised, there remains much more funds needed for equipping this
missions hospital. Once this is in place, the hospital will be a bright beacon of hope and compassion for thousands of very poor people who otherwise would have no where else to turn to. It will be truly a place in
offering hope and truth to a people desperate for a tangible expression of
compassion. Their bodies are ravaged by too much fluoride in the environment as evidenced by many cases of skeletal fluorosis , low
incidence of dental caries and temperatures during the summer of 120 degrees F, it is truly a testament to the incredible adaptive capacity of the human body. Yet what amazes me even more is the courageous spirit these people possess. They are the most joyful,
kindest, honorable people I have ever encountered.
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Welcome New Members
MARCH
Nadia Al-Aasri
Zena Z. Alshuki
Fadi Assaf
Nashwa S. Aziz
Jeff R. Barr
Jeffrey M. Bonelli
Brian A. Buccellato
Philip T. Buckler
Oscar L. Castro
Angela N. Cergnul
Tatiana Del Moral
Iqbal Dhaliwal
Odeta Dinella
Anish Gupta
John B. Hutchison
Justin D. Jay
Lana Kanaan
Edwin K. Kwor
Terra S.Mallais
Rasha Mansour
Ghabi Kaspo
Brandi M. Lindsey
Maryann L. Marsack
Kaitlin McNamee
Joseph R. Muckenthaler
Stephen M. Napolitano
Derek R. Nykiel
Robert J. Riley
Joseph T. Schumer
Christopher R. Stillwill
Maryam Torabparhiz
Marcy J. Watson
Nelson Wu
Adriana M. Zuniga
APRIL
Brett E. Amedro
Daniel D. Armstrong
Rohit Arora
Stephanie A. Atlas
Richard A. Borson
Scott A. Brinton
Jennifer L. Broers
Patrick J. Condit
Rebekah K. Curtis
Luke D. Daining
Kyle B. Danek
Gianni S. Decarolis
Maneet M. Dharia
Jennifer R. Dixon
Meagan K. Dreves

Meghan E. Dubois
Jason W. Dulac
Justin T. Echols
Andrew J. Ekdahl
Miran H. Forsyth
Brent A. Fulks
Courtney A. Grady
Kristin M. Grae
Alicia Catherine Grambeau
Caroline Y. Hwang
Anne E. Jaquith
Javier S. Johnson
Saima A. Khan
Min Joo Kim
Jaime L. Klebig
Stephanie J. Kloostra
Andrew F. Kragor
Kevin R. Kunz
Julia C. Latham
Debbie R. Lee
David Lillian
Ian A. Liskiewicz
Ricardo Lugo
Shad B. Mackert
Nathan R. Martzke
Travis C. Mattson
Sarah C. McDermott
Hillary Mendillo
Drew W. Moeller
Remi Nair
Sarah Rachel Najor
Jackson S. Owen
Nishma S. Patel
Benjamin J. Poest
Dorothy M. Ramos
Navid Rashidi
Angela C. Ritchie
Nicholas C. Ritzema
Steven Schmid
Neha D. Shah
Jane C. Stieber
Stefano V. Storey
Benjamin M. Straight
Stephani L. Strange
Roger W. Thompson
Lauren M. Vainio
Anthony E. Valentine
Dean A. Webb
Michael John Wierenga
Michael G. Yurth
Karen R. Zabrowski
Anne Marie Ziegler

MAY
Brian E. Anderson
Joan M. Attridge
Jason R. Au-Yeung
Rashmi Bajoria
Christine M. Baker
Kelly L. Ballentine
Eric M. Balsis
Melissa L. Bartle
Chad L. Beers
Rick A. Beverly
Philip T. Buckler
Michael G. Budrewicz
Stephanie M. Busch
Ronald J. Carmody
Hyden M. Choi
Julia K. Chung
Daniel Clement
Christopher D. Clifford
Kevin T. Cook
Jason M. Corrandini
Kate Dardis
Gianni S. Decarolis
Keith A. Dodge
Jason W. Dulac
Richard D. Ebert
Justin T. Echols
Jared T. Ford
Andrea M. Fraser
Andrew B. Hamilton
Samira Haque
Jorie M. Harris
Matt G. Healy
Marty J. Hogan
Piper Huber
Justin D. Jay
Taliah J. Johnson
Nawar A. Karmo
Patrick J. Kennedy
Laura J. Kensrud
Saima A. Khan
Pauline S. Lim
Kimberly Ong Lin
Rachel L. Loy
Thomas L. Lutz
Christopher J. Manduzzi
Madeline J. Masteller
Christina M. Mazzola
Christopher D. Mazzola
Shanna M. McGettrick
Anne E. Messing
P. Benjamin Meyer

Ryan D. Michelson
Matthew T. Moberg
Francisco G. Mucci
Joseph R. Muckenthaler
Justin C. Newingham
Mary L. Nguyen
Aaron S. Pfaff
Carl M. Pogoncheff
Robin L. Pregitzer
Robert Reti
Kyre M. Roper
Rebecca E. Roumayah
Tanya Saour
Dylan A. Schneider
Jennifer M. Shaheen
Najwa Y. Shaja
Sara A. Sheffield
Erica L. Shook
Benjamin J. Simonton
Brian Corey Slighly
Scott A. Snyder
Katherine E. Sowie
Christopher R. Stillwill
Won Sung
Mary-Anne C. Svoboda
Micah W. Thornley
Cong T. Ton
Benjamin P. Turnwald
Parnett Virk
Erik D. Warren
Brandon R. Wilcox
Colista Williams
Mark Wood
Peter L. Wloszek
JUNE
Alison K. McGee
Kristen A. Roehrig
JULY
Cheryl A. Bologna
Dionne N. Henderson
Suvidka Joshi
Sony C. Markose
Ali Y. Saad
Anju E. Varghese
Herbert K. Winter
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(
3&4(5.%&+%&(6"#(1%%+(9%"$8&%,(*+(#%<%&"2(<*,%.($"7%#(9.&($6%(7&.9%##*.+(*+028,*+:($6&%%(;",%(*+(GNNO(M*$6(3&4(?.&,.+(
D6&*#$%+#%+(.+(%P.,.+$*"'($6*&,(;.2"&(#8&:%&='("+,(;%,*0"2(%;%&:%+0*%#4((@%(*#(%,*$.&("+,(0.+$&*18$.&($.(3%+$"2(D2*+*0#(.9(Q.&$6(
>;%&*0" !"#$%&'()*+,%+-.#)/0+1(,0'&$(')+/%+2(#3+"$(4'(56+#+,(0.A%,*$.&(.9(7'%8#3+93/%/0:) -;%8'(&/)0/<3/%#(5+1'(/,&,%8#3+
"$(4'(56=++>'+/)+<#)8+<(')/&'%8+,?+8@'+A8#@+7'%8#3+B)),0/#8/,%+#%&+A8#@+B0#&'C5+,?+D'%'(#3+7'%8/)8(5+#%&+"2#.("(;%;1%&(.9($6%(
R+$%&+"$*.+"2(D.22%:%(.9(3%+$*#$#'(>0",%;=(.9(3%+$*#$&=(R+$%&+"$*.+"2%'(FD>3>'("+,(/*%&&%(!"806"&,(>0",%;=4(((
(

3&4(5.%&+%&(:&",8"$%,(9&.;($6%(S+*<%&#*$=(.9(I"#6*+:$.+'(F06..2(.9(3%+$*#$&=("+,($6%+(0.;72%$%,("(?%+%&"2(/&"0$*0%(
T%#*,%+0=(*+($6%(S4(F4(>&;=4((@%(6"#("(-"#$%&#(3%:&%%(*+(R+#$&80$*.+"2(E%06+.2.:=4(((@%(*#(.+($6%(D2*+*0#3+E')'#(0@+B)),0/#8':)+
L."&,(.9(3*&%0$.&#("+,("2#.(;"*+$"*+#("(7&*<"$%(:%+%&"2(7&"0$*0%(*+(F"2$(U"B%(D*$='(S$"6(M*$6("+(%;76"#*#(.+(.&"2(#8&:%&=(*+028,*+:(
*;72"+$#4(
!

B%/5%-#A**C%(6-2D*1E<E!@EF*GGD*HIIJ****
IJ6K!8!LJ77!! !
M'>)$%+/%)#(!
LJ77!8!69J77!!!!!!!!!!! "#+()(>!N+#>+/-*
69J6K!8!6JO7!!!!!!!!!!!!P2(;?!C(!Q#2+!C<(!
6JO7!8!KJ77!!!!!!!!!!!!!!R,%'+(##(!N+#>+/-! !
!

5")62-%7,"8#-%#06%5")62-%9,'"3%
%

S TRUAV"RUA!P';%2+'!W0X0!W+'&)%!F#2+$!
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45)-,"*(&*6(#(."78*
6/,-.(/0A*P"EE/BB*L/."E*-07*Q/0C"%"0,"*Q"0."%R**!(,'(B-0*5.-."*H0(:"%&(.2+
*+,-+.

/ 0123$45$%678,69$:87;96<$

!!"#$%&'"()**+,$-".$)/0"1),&"2)-,+-30"45""677869:;88<""=!:>?"6@896;;;<"
($&AB".A,A*C)&+$-,"=7;;?"7>!9!;D;""'&&EFGGHHH<IABB$33JA-&A*<J$KG

;)+'0<%E,$2@*4!ND88+&D$&$)*+'"GD*3+F$88+0"+$%%D"3+$G+(*4+%"B$*('%+('"+1(*1"8"3+04+&6"+,;<:A++ND88+&D$&$)*+'"GD*3*O8"%%+>KIA@@+
*)*J'"GD*3(08"+'"#$%&'(&$)*+G""P+F$88+0"+$%%D"3+$G+1(*1"88(&$)*+$%+'"1"$2"3*?Q+1(8"*3('+3(4%+0"G)'"+&6"+%"B$*('A++/6"'"+F$88+0"**)+
&D$&$)*+'"GD*3+$%%D"3+G)'+(*4+1(*1"88(&$)*+'"1"$2"3*?H+1(8"*3('+3(4%+)'+8"%%+0"G)'"+&6"+%&('&+)G+&6"+%"B$*('A++/6"+,;<:+'"%"'2"%+
&6"+'$#6&+&) 16(*#" (*3R)' 1(*1"8+&6"+8)1(&$)*%+)' 3(&"%+)G &6"%"+%"B$*('%+F$&6)D& (*4 7'$)' *)&$1"A+
!"#$%&'(&$)*+,-./+0"+'"1"$2"3+04+9/:"#$"%*;<=*>??@+
,(5"+16"15%+7(4(08"+&)A !(,'(B-0*+,-7"#2*/C*D"0"%-E*1"0.(&.%2+

!"#$%&'(%!#)*#+",%-./0%123%/4,,#5%1*"6,45780%//90%!-./%
:;<;%='*,%>?%>'"@0%9A#&4%;<<0%B6'80%!C%%:D<DE%
F'#)4%!"#$(%GHI:J%KL:M<;KL!
999999999999999999999999999999999999++++++++++99999999999999999999999999999999999999999+
:)1&)'+++++++++++++++
+
+
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
+
++++
;33'"%%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
/"8"76)*"++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++ ;<:=++++++++++++++++ +
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
>?@@A@@+,;<:+,"B0"'%C+3"7)%$&+16"15+&)+'"%"'2"+4)D'+%"(&A+"#$!%$&'()*!+),,!-$!.$*/.0$%!
*'!1)2#)340!567!8$8-$.(!4*!*#$!($8)04.9+ E)F"2"'C+&6"+3"7)%$&+16"15+F$88+0"+G)'G"$&"3+$G+B"B0"'+3)"%+
*)&+(&&"*3A+FGHI*+D1*!J!KJI5L3M*!H5N*KJ*M+31*NG*+NNJ91*NL35*MIGDI+!*OGI*9G*OJJ
>?HIA@@+;<:+,"B0"'%C+*)*J,$16$#(*A+
>KLIA@@+M)*J;<:+,"B0"'%A+
+

NNNNNNNNNN%O;<<?<<%$"&4%P44%P'6%-QQ%64+#5&6"&#',5%#P%64)4#R4@%"P&46%S'R?%;H0%L<;<?%
O;HE?<<%-@@#&#',"$%T44%P'6%"&%&*4%/''6%>4+#5&6"&#',%G9U")4%V46W#&&#,+J?%
%

ME"-&"*9/."*N'-.*N'"%"*S(EE*K"*9/*Q/0C(%#-.(/0&*5"0.*O/%*N'(&*5"#(0-%*
%

E;8&!;F81%
&FGH1G;1%
IJ&J%E!&FG/8%
+,-.$
E8;:KF%H!J%%LA6%
;!MGN%!GO=%:K%
566%7)3-%8$)9)0%:2$)%;,#<=%>)"?$)*=%:2@.2(#0%%AB6CD%
%

!"##$
%#&'()"$
!"#$"%&'()*+))%",(-.(/0*
1-2*33*

!"##$%&''()*$
!

!"#$%&'"()"*%+,"%-.)%/)0)"#$%1)0-23-4%
!"#$%&'()"#*%&'("+,(-.&%(/&%,*0$"12%
!
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$

72#6#*568$

9)23$:;$9/#2*#2<$=><$44><$%>!

"#$%!&'#()#*!+,#!-.)!/)0)#$%!1)0-23-4!
!
?)65#2<$@)6&#2<$)*,$%/2#$72#,&'5)A3#

$

%&*&B:#6&,#*'.$)*,$C*B4#D5"$E)*,6B/*$F/2G6"/D$

!"#$% "' ()*+,*-./01&2*.#02$?H:$+$!EC:4$>@>>CHI3
>)5J2,).<$4#'#-A#2$KL<$LMMN$$
O)*6&*(<$%&'"&()*$
$

PHQ:>@$4@>P:C7!CHI8$
!

"#$%!&'(%)$%$!*'+,#+-!'.#&#(%)/0!!1(,#+%2(/%'345!678!"#$%&$'(($)*+,'-+.%/0$1.(($2)-%3)$405,6.-'(78$$9:.0$-%5,0)$&%-50)0$%/$
%'9:();2'$!%#!-/(/<'!%:'!-#+'!&),,)923%!'.%+/9%)#($5!-/=)(<!%:'-!'/$)'+!/(&!-#+'!*+'&)9%/>3'0!!?+0!@#'+('+!*+'$'(%$!-'%:#&$!%#!
$)-*3),4!'.%+/9%)#($!; -/(4!(#%!%/2<:%!)(!&'(%/3!$9:##30!!A('!*/+%!#,!:)$!*+'$'(%/%)#(!$:#B$!$2+<)9/3!*+#>3'-$!$#-'!&'(%)$%$!:/C'!:/&!
/(&!:#B!%:'4!$:#23&!:/C'!>''(!*+'C'(%'&!#+!%+'/%'&0!!D:)$!-/%'+)/3!&',)()%'34!:'3*$!=''*!-#+'!$2+<'+4!)(8:#2$'0!
E)$!*+'$'(%/%)#(!/3$#!9#C'+$!#%:'+!$)-)3/+!$2+<'+)'$!$29:!/$!>#('!<+/,%$!/(&!-#&'+/%'!%:)+&!-#3/+!)-*/9%)#($!F$)(9'!-/(4!#,!%:'!$/-'!
)($%+2-'(%$!/(&!*+)(9)*3'$!/+'!2$'&G0!
!

H2)3$>J2(#2.$F/2G6"/D8$
!

A(!3),'83)='!?'(%#H#+-!-#&'3$5!*/+%)9)*/(%$!*'+,#+-!$2+<'+4!*+#9'&2+'$!%:/%!/+'!/!*+'32&'!%#!&#)(<!%:'-!#(!*/%)'(%$0!!I+)(9)*3'$!
'/<$+)-:/.=5)0$<.0-500)<$+:)$>,)-)<./6$<'?$',)$,)'(.0+.-'((?$.3>()3)/+)<$%/$3%<)(08$$@$405,6.-'(7$)*+,'-+.%/$.0$<%/)$&%((%1)<!>4!
<+/,%)(<!#,!%:'!/3C'#3/+!+)&<'!B)%:!>#('!<+/,%!-/%'+)/30!!J!*/+%)/3!>#(4!)-*/9%)#(!)$!*'+,#+-'&!9#-*3'%'!B)%:!,3/*!+',3'9%)#(!/(&!>#('!
+'-#C/3!)(!/!-/(('+!%#!/C#)&!$'($)%)C'!/(/%#-)9!$%+29%2+'$!,#33#B'&!>4!&+4!$#9='%!*+'C'(%)#(!-'%:#&$0!!J!3)(<2/3!%#+2$5!>)#*$45!/(&!
#%:'+!-)(#+!#+/3!$2+<'+4!*+#9'&2+'$!/+'!/3$#!*'+,#+-'&!#(!-#&'3$!B:)3'!?+0!@#'+('+!)($%+29%$!/(&!9+)%);2'$!%#!:'3*!*/+%)9)*/(%$!
/$9+)>'!%#!92++'(%!$%/(&/+&$!#,!9/+'0!
$

?)'J35.8$9)23$:;$9/#2*#2<$=><$44><$%>$
!

?+0!@#'+('+!:/$!*+'$'(%'&!:2(&+'&$!#,!&)&/9%)9!/(&!*/+%)9)*/%)#(!9#2+$'$!/%!)(%'+(/%)#(/35!(/%)#(/35!/(&!+'<)#(/3!-''%)(<$!/(&!
/%!%:'!$%/%'!3'C'3!,#+!-/(4!&'(%/3!/$$#9)/%)#($!/(&!JK?!<+#2*$0!!E'!)$!%:'!/2%:#+!#,!-/(4!/+%)93'$!#(!C/+)#2$!/$*'9%$!#,!#+/3!$2+<'+4!
,#+!%:'!<'('+/3!&'(%)$%!/(&!:/$!/2%:#+'&!#+!9#8/2%:#+'&!%:'!>##=$L!M3)()9/3!I+#9'&2+'$!,#+!D:)+&!"#3/+!N2+<'+45 O(& '&0!FI'((P'33G5!
M#3#+!J%3/$!#,!")(#+!A+/3!N2+<'+45 O(& '&0!F"#$>4G5!/(&!:)$!-#$%!+'9'(%!#('!"/(2/3!#,!")(#+!A+/3!N2+<'+4!,#+!%:'!K'('+/3!?'(%)$%5
FQ3/9=B'33G0!!!
?+0!@#'+('+!:/$!>''(!,'/%2+'&!)(!$'C'+/3!C)&'#!%/*'$!,#+!%:'!*+#,'$$)#(!)(932&)(<!%:+''!-/&'!)(!O77R!B)%:!?+0!K#+&#(!
M:+)$%'($'(!#(!'.#&#(%)/5!%:)+&!-#3/+!$2+<'+45!/(&!-'&)9/3!'-'+<'(9)'$0!!E'!)$!'&)%#+!/(&!9#(%+)>2%#+!%#!?'(%/3!M3)()9$!#,!S#+%:!
J-'+)9/ FN/2(&'+$G!%/$4A'0.-$B,%-)<5,)0$./$C,'($D5,6),?7$'/<$-%8'&)%#+!#,!E)/+'($F(./.-G0 4H/+),<.0-.>(./',?$B),.%<%/+'($D5,6),?78$$
E'!)$!*/$%!*+'$)&'(%!#,!%:'!1%/:!?'(%/3!J$$#9)/%)#(!/(&!1%/:!J9/&'-4!#,!K'('+/3!?'(%)$%+4!/(&!/3$#!/!-'->'+!#,!%:'!T(%'+(/%)#(/3!
M#33'<'!#,!?'(%)$%$5!J9/&'-4!#,!?'(%)$%+4!T(%'+(/%)#(/3'5!NMJ?J5!/(&!I)'++'!H/29:/+&!J9/&'-40!!!
!

?+0!@#'+('+!<+/&2/%'&!,+#-!%:'!1()C'+$)%4!#,!P/$:)(<%#(5!N9:##3!#,!?'(%)$%+4!/(&!%:'(!9#-*3'%'&!/!K'('+/3!I+/9%)9'!
U'$)&'(94!)(!%:'!10!N0!J+-40!!E'!:/$!/!"/$%'+$!?'<+''!)(!T/0+,5-+.%/'($9)-:/%(%6?8$$$I)$.0$%/$+:)$F(./.-'($J)0)',-:$@00%-.'+)G0$
Q#/+&!#,!?)+'9%#+$!/(&!/3$#!-/)(%/)($!/!*+)C/%'!<'('+/3!*+/9%)9'!)(!N/3%!V/='!M)%45!1%/:!B)%:!/(!'-*:/$)$!#(!#+/3!$2+<'+4!)(932&)(<!
)-*3/(%$0!
$

P:@4C!$?H:%+!$+I4$P:@4C!$EHQ:>8$$
R ?+14S%+14$7)25&'&D)5&/*$P2#,&5$E/J26$THIOU$VW 4HP!H:>X$
!"#$%&"'()*+,+-.+%)/0()01123)

$

WLX78YL77!!
U'<)$%+/%)#(!
YL77!8!6OL6Z!!!!!!!!!!"#+()(<!I+#<+/-!
6OL6Z86L6Z!!!!!!!!!!!!V2(9:!!
6L6Z8ZL77!!!!!!!!!!!!!!J,%'+(##(!I+#<+/-!

!"#$%&'()*(+%,%-#.(
/%,0120-'(
!33-)4%$(5!67(
5-)8-#&(5-)41$%-(
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7$8$(&

&

95*&
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&

'()(*+",(&-&&&&&&&&.&&

&

&

&

9:'+'-2&'2$):,%&;#2,-:+(4&!"%$'#)&0%2+-<-1*&=-,%)(&#2,&*#+%1'#)(4&>1%#?@#(+&#2,&):2$;A&
B#1+'$'"#2+(&C'))&>%&1%D:'1%,&+-&>1'26&+;%'1&-C2&%E+1#$+'-2&'2(+1:*%2+(A&&F'(+&C'))&>%&(%2+&C'+;&1%6'(+1#+'-2&$-2@'1*#+'-2A&
!

G-:&*#3&#++%2,&+;'(&(%*'2#1&-2)3&'@&3-:&;#H%&#++%2,%,&+;%&
%2+'1%&)%$+:1%&(%*'2#1&-2&<1',#34&0%$%*>%1&II4&JKKLA&&M@&
3-:&@#')&+-&,-&(-4&3-:&C'))&)-(%&3-:1&(%#+&'2&+;%&;#2,(N-2&
$-:1(%&#2,&C'))&@-1@%'+&3-:1&+:'+'-2A&&
"#$%&$!'$()&*$'!+,'!-,*.!/%0&!1)*.!&$2%'%*$!+,'3&!%4/!5.$56&7&
!
!
!

89:97;;!!<=>!?@$5*A'$B!"%'*)5)2%*),4C! !
!
8D:97;;!!E,4F<=>!?@$5*A'$B!2%'*)5)2%*),4C!
!
8G9;7;;!!<=>!– <//)*),4%#!H$$!?"',*,5,#!I4F,++)5$!<&&)(43$4*!J!"'$&$4*%*),4!– <//)*),4%#!<=>!K'$/)*&C!
8L;;7;;!!@%*$!M$()&*'%*),4!H$$!?I+!'$5$)N$/!%+*$'!E,N$3-$'!LDB!G;;:C!

&

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO “THE MICHIGAN ACADEMY OF GENERAL DENTISTRY”!

=#')&+-O&='$;'6#2&PQ04&RST&0%22'(&R;#12%(?34&00!4&=PQ0&
/IKI U-;2&5A&5-#,4&!:'+%&IKK4&91-34&=M&&/VKVW&N&X-'$%&=#')O&YZ./[&\J/NKI\J!
M$+A4/!",#)50O :;))&$;5$5",&%(<;,0&=5))&>(&511;(0&5<&8,6&1(?5,8%&51&#8,#()(0&>6&$+(&@/2!A&&:;))&$;5$5",&%(<;,0&?#$&&!8L;;7;;!4,4F'$+A4/%-#$!'$()&*'%*),4!+$$C&=5))&
>(&511;(0&5<&#8,#())8$5",&51&%(#(5B(0&&P;!5%#$4/%'!/%0&!-$+,'$!$%5.!&$3)4%'7!!!"#$#%&&'(#'4,!*A)*),4!'$+A4/!511;(0&<"%&8,6&#8,#())8$5",&%(#(5B(0&G:!5%#$4/%'!/%0&!,'!
#$&&!-$+,'$!*.$!&*%'*!,+!$%5.!&$3)4%'7!!'+(&@/2!&%(1(%B(1&$+(&%5C+$&$"&#+8,C(&8,0D"%&#8,#()&$+(&)"#8$5",1&"%&08$(1&"<&$+(1(&1(?5,8%1&=5$+";$&8,6&*%5"%&,"$5#(A&
&

4";%1(&E5))&F(&G()0&/$H!"#$$%&&!'%(#$!)*+!,%*-#.#*/#!,#*(#.0!!12/32&)*!4()(#!5*26#.72(8!
55 South Harrison Road, East Lansing, MI 48824-1022. (517) 432-4000.
Hotel Reservations (800) 875-5090 http://www.kelloggcenter.com/
Q;;!R$&*!S#$N$4!T)#$!M,%/!
U$'6#$0B!T)5.)(%4!!VW;DG!
!

"MSXYMZS>!XZ<E><M>!
[7X7!"YXZ<=S!

"<I>!
"SMTIZ!EY7!!:V;!
MY\<@!Y<]B!TI!
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!"#$%&''&()$$*#$+&,&-$$
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@.3*')$A;1.B'7'$
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*7310()!%$+)2%0)*2(+!-.*4.!+.251'!*(415'$!82).!%$+)2%0)*#$!0('!+5%/*401!3%*(4*31$+9!
!"#$%&'(%)*+%,-($('.*.#&'%/#00%)#$12$$%3#.*0%1&'1(,.$%."*.%*-(%($$('.#*0%4&-%$211($$420%&2.1&5($6%%%
!&,#1$%1&3(-()7%
8-&,(-%#5,0*'.%$(0(1.#&'%*')%,&$#.#&'#'9%4&-%($."(.#1%1-&/'%*')%:-#)9(%2$#'9%#5,0*'.%-($.&-*.#&'$6%
8-&,(-%,*.#('.%$(0(1.#&'%*')%."(%1-#.#1*0%4*1.&-$%#'%)(.(-5#'#'9%#4%."(%.-(*.5('.%#$%-&2.#'(;%1"*00('9#'9%&-%3(-+%
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<&'1(,.$%&4%$2-9#1*0%,0*1(5('.6%
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!"(%2$(%&4%($."(.#1%*00%1(-*5#1%*:2.5('.$%*')%1-&/'$6%
<*$(%,-($('.*.#&'$%)(5&'$.-*.#'9%."(%1&'1(,.$%&4%/"+%."(+%/&->6%
?5,0*'.$%1*'%4*#06%@%:-#(4%)#$12$$#&'%&4%#5,0*'.%4*#02-(%*')%.-(*.5('.6%
:*2/%03.&5 ;$(($).!<9!=$8$1,!:9<49,!>9>9<9,!?9<49,!@$%)*6*$'!A%2+).2'2()*+))
A-6%B(''(."%C(:(0%-(1(#3()%"#$%)('.*0%)(9-((%4-&5%."(%D'#3(-$#.+%&4%E($.(-'%F'.*-#&%#'%GHIH;%"#$%$,(1#*0.+%1(-.#4#1*.(%#'%8-&$."&)&'.#1$%4-&5%
J*$.5*'%A('.*0%<('.(-%#'%GHKL%*')%*%M*$.(-$%&4%N1#('1(%)(9-((%#'%@'*.&5+%*.%."(%D'#3(-$#.+%&4%O&1"($.(-%#'%GHKP6%%
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